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All Fall Down 2014-03-01

men are dying unexpectedly in charlotte north carolina all victims of bizarre accidents no one
will call these deaths murder no one except small town cop melanie may she sees the pattern a
serial killer targeting men who have slipped through the fingers of justice alone with her
awful certainty melanie risks her career to convince connor parks a troubled fbi profiler that
she s right suddenly melanie is in the limelight lauded for uncovering the dark angel but her
involvement makes her a target for as she and connor study the victims their deaths the
signature the murderer leaves at every scene melanie comes face to face with the terrible
truth the profile connor s created fits someone in her own life a profile of a cunning killer
one without remorse and bent on vengeance

All Fall Down 2005-05

three women haunted by an erotic crime they witnessed as teens are stalked by a murderer in
this thriller from a new york times bestselling author they were only watching the mysterious
lovers the three girls spied on were engaged in a deadly sexual game no one else was supposed
to know about especially not andie and her friends whose curiosity had deepened into a
dangerous obsession now fifteen years later someone is watching andie someone who won t let
her forget the unsolved murder of mrs x or the disappearance of mr x suddenly andie doesn t
know who her friends are because loyalty can be murder andie julie raven three very different
women bound by more than friendship ingenious twists and turns in a story that features
friendship obsession and murder will long be remembered by this reviewer the mystery reader

Shocking Pink 2012-01-17

pulse pounding page turning absolutely can t put it down lisa gardner the outstanding new
thriller from new york times bestseller erica spindler what have readers been saying about the
other girl spellbinding 5 looking for something that will keep your attention until the very
end this is your next book 5 a chilling and unputdownable taut crime suspense thriller her
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best yet 5 excellent twist with a bittersweet ending i highly recommend this fast pace
thriller 5 perfect for fans of karin slaughter and karen rose erica spindler is master of
classic crime fiction and the twist you won t see coming a horrific crime with one witness a
fifteen year old girl from the wrong side of the tracks one known for lying and her own
brushes with the law is it any surprise no one believed her officer miranda rader has worked
hard to earn the respect of her co workers and the community and is known for her honesty and
integrity but that wasn t always so she grew up on the wrong side of the tracks in a small
town that didn t believe she could change and she s spent fifteen years trying to forget about
her past when miranda and her partner are called to investigate the murder of one of the town
s most beloved college professors they re unprepared for the brutality of the scene just when
miranda thinks she s seen the worst of it she finds a piece of evidence that chills her to the
core a faded newspaper clipping about a terrible night fifteen years ago the night she d
buried along with the girl she d been back then and until now that grave had stayed sealed
then another man turns up dead this one a retired cop not just any cop the one who took her
statement that night two murders two very different men two killings that on the surface have
nothing in common except miranda the outstanding new thriller from new york times bestselling
author erica spindler the other girlis a chilling novel about a ritualistic murder that sends
a small town cop back into the trauma she thought she d put behind her praise for erica
spindler pulse pounding page turning absolutely can t put it down lisa gardner neat taut and
written with panache that forces you to turn each page daily mail i can put spindler on my
growing list of favourite crime fiction authors evening standard has enough twists to keep you
riveted right to the final page image

The Other Girl 2017-10-26

i m in trouble liz i ve uncovered something they re watching that panicked message on her
answering machine is the last time liz ames hears from her sister rachel pastor of paradise
christian church in key west florida compelled to uncover the truth about her sister s
disappearance she heads to key west within hours of her arrival a successful banker jumps to
his death then a teenage girl whom rachel was counseling is found brutally murdered the
ritualistic style of the killing is hauntingly similar to that used by the notorious new
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testament serial killer now on death row could the teen s murder be related to rachel s
disappearance is a copycat killer at work and why do the police refuse to help for answers liz
turns to rick wells a former miami cop who worked the fringes of the new testament
investigation together they peel away layers of deception to reveal a terrifying adversary and
the unspeakable evil at the heart of this island paradise

Dead Run 2011-11-15

pulse pounding page turning absolutely can t put it down lisa gardner the outstanding thriller
from new york times bestseller erica spindler what have readers been saying about the first
wife this is a must read truly outstanding as always amazon reviewer 5 a real page turner that
kept me guessing throughout amazon reviewer 5 spindler fans should relish this latest release
as should anybody looking for a first class thriller amazon reviewer 5 perfect for fans of
karin slaughter and karen rose erica spindler is master of classic crime fiction and the twist
you won t see coming despite the ten year age gap and the differences in their backgrounds
bailey was meant to be with logan she s sure of it it s natural that they should marry as soon
as they can but when logan brings bailey home to his magnificent estate on ninety wooded acres
her dreams of happily ever after begin to unravel she can t ignore the rumours about what
happened to logan s first wife and then when a local woman goes missing all signs point to her
husband has bailey made a terrible mistake trusting logan what happened to his first wife
suddenly bailey is facing an impossible decision should she believe what everyone is saying or
should she bet her life on the man she loves but hardly knows praise for erica spindler pulse
pounding page turning absolutely can t put it down lisa gardner neat taut and written with
panache that forces you to turn each page daily mail i can put spindler on my growing list of
favourite crime fiction authors evening standard has enough twists to keep you riveted right
to the final page image

The First Wife 2015-02-10

detective mc riggio can t wait to get married she is desperately in love with her fiancé dan
and is counting down the days until the wedding best of all her big italian family have
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welcomed dan with open arms her mother ecstatic at the thought of more grandchildren but mc
never does marry dan or have his children a few weeks before the wedding day he is shot dead
and mc s world crumbles into pieces detective kitt lundgren is there to support her colleague
she knows grief only too well her only daughter has recently died and she knows that mc s only
concern now will be to find out who killed her fiancé so the two women work day and night to
discover what happened to dan but there is a ruthless killer on the loose a killer who knows
no fear and kitt and mc have put themselves right in the firing line

Breakneck 2009-02-05

this thriller from a new york times bestselling author about a woman stalks her child s
adoptive family moves fast and takes no prisoners publishers weekly kate and richard ryan have
the perfect marriage marred only by their inability to have a child the adoption agency s call
fulfills that dream and opens the door to a nightmare julianna starr has chosen kate and
richard to be more than the parents of her child for richard is the man of her fantasies the
one she s been waiting for stalking the couple julianna molds herself in kate s image and
insinuates herself into richard s life determined to tear their perfect marriage apart but for
kate and richard the nightmare has only begun because julianna is not alone from her dark past
comes a man of unspeakable evil no one is safe not even the innocent child kate and richard
call their own

Cause for Alarm 2012-09-17

a woman being stalked by her childhood kidnapper turns to a local cop for help in this
thriller from a new york times bestselling author twenty three years ago anna north survived a
living nightmare a madman kidnapped her cut off her pinkie then vanished today anna lives in
new orleans writing dark thrillers under another name she finally feels safe suddenly anna s
quiet life takes a frightening turn letters start to arrive from a disturbed fan anna is
followed her apartment broken into then a close friend disappears anna turns to homicide
detective quentin malone but malone s more concerned with the recent murders of two women in
the french quarter but after a third victim is found a redhead like anna her pinkie severed
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malone is forced to acknowledge that anna is his link to the killer and could be the next
target now anna must face the horrifying truth her past has caught up with her the nightmare
has begun again

Bone Cold 2010-12-01

captain patti o shay a by the books cop is assigned to the case but with the evidence lost to
time and the elements the heinous incident goes unsolved the perpetrator known only as the
handyman remains at large two years later patti is still haunted by her own personal tragedy
her husband and fellow police captain was murdered in the post storm chaos but when a female
victim missing her right hand is unearthed patti prepares to return to the handyman
investigation she is unprepared however for what she finds at the crime scene the victim s
bones beside her husband s police badge casting aside all the rules patti is fearless in her
quest to find the truth because if she isn t she could become the handyman s last known victim

Last Known Victim 2008-04-01

nearly killed as a teenager by a hit and run boater jane killian is a woman with everything to
live for a series of surgeries restored her lovely face she s the toast of the dallas art
community her sculptures lauded as both disturbing and beautiful and jane and her husband
plastic surgeon dr ian westbrook are expecting their first child then a woman with ties to ian
is found brutally slain and the police make him their prime suspect at first determined to
prove her husband s innocence jane cannot escape her own growing doubts then her nightmare
escalates she begins receiving anonymous messages and quickly becomes convinced they re from
him the boater she always believed deliberately hit her and got away with it now jane must
face a terrifying truth her tormentor knows everything about her her likes her dislikes her
daily routine and most frightening of all her deepest fears and he will use them mercilessly
until he sees jane dead
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See Jane Die 2012-09-17

the first saturday in july a missing woman the number seven carved into her door the countdown
has begun detective micki dare is a seasoned no nonsense cop she doesn t need a partner
especially an irreverent charmer like detective zach harris who s fresh out of an experimental
fbi training programme and micki s assignment to keep zach alive while he fights crime using
his special skills is not what she signed up for but the decision s been made and there s
nothing she can do about it micki soon realises that there s more to her partner than meets
the eye and there s more at stake than just catching bad guys and closing cases because there
s a new kind of evil lurking something more cunning than she s ever encountered before and she
and zach may be the only ones who can stop it as another victim goes missing and the darkness
closes in micki acknowledges a terrifying truth they might not make it this time the evil they
re facing might destroy them all full of twists and drama the final seven is a compulsive and
heart pounding thriller that will keep you on the edge of your seat until the very last page

The Final Seven 2016-02-11

rediscover new york times bestselling author erica spindler s gripping thriller as the white
rabbit beckons you to follow him down the rabbit hole into his world he s a deceiver a
trickster you won t know what is truth and what is a lie he aims to best you beat you and when
he does you die a friend s brutal murder turns former homicide detective stacy killian s life
upside down unwilling to trust spencer malone the overconfident new orleans detective assigned
to the case stacy is compelled to return to the investigative role she had fled the
investigation leads stacy and spencer to white rabbit a cultish fantasy role playing game
white rabbit is dark violent and addictive as the body count mounts they find themselves
trapped in a terrifying game that s more real than life and death because anyone can die
before the final moment when white rabbit is over and the killer takes all
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Killer Takes All 2022-05-02

i don t know why you came back to liberty ms mccall but little towns have long memories people
don t forget you d be wise to keep that in mind some secrets won t stay buried ten years ago
kat mccall left her home town in louisiana after being accused of murdering her sister now
despite the fact there are those in the town who are still convinced of her guilt she has
returned determined to unearth the real killer with the help of police officer luke tanner kat
starts to get to the truth about who really killed her sister but there are plenty of people
who don t like her digging up secrets from the past utterly gripping and compulsively readable
don t look back is the sensational new thriller from internationally bestselling author erica
spindler

Don't Look Back 2013-08-06

a serial killer offers to help a detective find the criminal copying his work in this
smalltown thriller by a new york times bestselling author five years ago three young victims
were found murdered posed like little angels no witnesses no evidence left behind the sleeping
angel killer called his despicable acts the perfect crimes the case nearly destroyed homicide
detective kitt lundgren s career because she let the killer get away now the sleeping angel
killer is back but kitt notices something different about this new rash of killings a tiny
variation that suggests a copycat killer may be re creating the original perfect crimes then
the unthinkable happens the sleeping angel killer himself approaches kitt with a bizarre offer
he will help her catch his copycat kitt must decide whether to place her trust in a murderer
or risk falling victim to a fiend who has taken the art of the perfect murder to horrific new
heights praise for copycat bloodcurdling spindler s setting of a meat and potatoes midwest
town provides a fresh background for two believable and very cool investigators a breathless
finale publishers weekly an extremely effective thriller is replete with murder betrayal
suffering and redemption and erica spindler is at the top of her game in this riveting tale of
psychological suspense fresh fiction
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Copycat 2012-09-17

a woman determined to uncover the truth about her past when rebellious seventeen year old
katherine mccall awakened one morning to find her sister sara viciously murdered her whole
life changed in the blink of an eye kat was named the prime suspect charged and tried and
found innocent but not everyone agreed with the verdict and kat s only choice was to leave her
family behind and go into hiding she carried a dark secret with her for years until on the
tenth anniversary of sara s death kat receives an anonymous letter that reads what about
justice for sara a killer who will stop at nothing to keep the truth buried when kat returns
to her louisiana hometown to investigate the days surrounding sara s death she learns that the
cost of justice may be too high the murderer who seems to have never left liberty is on her
trail in a place filled suspicion and secrets kat has only one ally sergeant luke tanner he is
the son of liberty s former police chief the very man who led the rush to judgment against her
with no one to trust and a killer fighting to keep a dark secret from coming to light kat must
decide if justice is worth fighting or dying for spindler s novels boast fast paced action and
emotional tension for readers who like to keep guessing all the way to the end rt book reviews

Justice for Sara 2014-02-25

a mother s dark past is revealed when her daughter falls for a man who knows her secrets in
this romantic thriller from a new york times bestseller only one man can uncover the sins and
secrets of three generations of pierron women lily pierron in sultry new orleans any sin can
be had for a price for lily a legendary madam that price is her daughter hope hope pierron st
germaine by day the elegant and pious wife of a wealthy hotelier and devoted mother to glory
by night she succumbs to the unholy passions that threaten to destroy her glory st germaine
unaware of her family s shameful secrets glory suffers the consequences of a darkness she
doesn t even know exists headstrong and reckless glory finds forbidden love with the one man
who knows everything about the pierron women a high adventure of love s triumph over twisted
obsession publishers weekly outstanding a first rate romantic thriller rendezvous
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Forbidden Fruit 2012-09-17

in this bare knuckled adrenaline ride from new york times bestselling author erica spindler
alex clarkson s worst nightmares are about to come true a sinister hooded figure when
alexandra clarkson starts having terrifying visions filled with blood and ceremonial images
she tries to find a rational explanation maybe her mind is playing tricks on her resurrecting
creepy tableaux from her research on religious ceremonies and sects but when alex s mother
patsy commits suicide without leaving behind any information alex is left wondering could she
be haunted by something from the childhood she doesn t remember naked writhing bodies
detective daniel reed was the last person to speak to patsy what he reveals to alex is
shocking twenty five years earlier patsy was married to harlan sommer one of sonoma county s
most prominent vintners when their infant son disappeared without a trace the loss destroyed
the sommers marriage causing patsy to leave and take alex with her a dead child called on to
investigate the identity of a baby s remains unearthed in a sonoma vineyard reed had picked up
a trail that led him to patsy in san francisco now reed and alex both wonder if the cold bones
could be her baby brother dylan and alex decides to accompany reed back to sonoma for the
investigation no sooner does she arrive however than she is drawn deep into the search for a
twisted killer

Blood Vines 2010-02-27

a psychopath flies under the radar moving from city to city preying on the lost and forgotten
three investigators detective stacy killian from the new orleans p d nashville homicide
lieutenant taylor jackson and fbi profiler maggie o dell collaborate to catch the killer but
can they succeed when he has slipped through the grasp of so many others from three of today s
most acclaimed thriller writers slices of night offers readers a sneak peek into the lives of
three very different investigators in three very different settings as they hunt for a killer
who s able to disappear into the night
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Slices of Night 2014-02-13

omg shut the front door the most heart racing book i ve read in a long time if not ever it had
me hook line and sinker from the first page and i could not put it down clear your day because
it is truly unputdownable what an absolute twist if you read one book in your life make sure
it is this bookworm86 sometimes the most perfect families are hiding the most terrible secrets
how well do you know the people next door everybody wants to live on hogarth street the pretty
tree lined avenue with its white houses the new family the wests are a perfect fit katherine
and john seem so in love and their gorgeous five year old twins race screeching around their
beautiful emerald green lawn but soon people start to notice why don t they join backyard
barbecues why do they brush away offers to babysit why when you knock at the door do they shut
you out rather than inviting you in every family has secrets and on the hottest day of the
year the truth is about to come out as a tragedy unfolds behind closed doors the dawn chorus
is split by the wail of sirens and one by one the families who tried so hard to welcome the
wests begin to realise hogarth street will never be the same again a completely gripping twist
packed psychological thriller perfect for fans of liane moriarty sally hepworth and lisa
jewell readers love the family across the street wow wow wow a total page turner and will keep
you guessing with every page halfway through i thought i had figured it out and then bam the
ending floored me goodreads reviewer omg omg my son came in and asked me who i was yelling at
i was yelling at my e reader i think my heart beat out of my chest the suspense was killing me
lol my heart is still beating crazy ok i have to go now i need a big glass of wine to calm
down ana s attic guest reviewer oh my gosh i read this emotionally charged compelling book in
one sitting whoa my emotions are all over the place you thought you knew what was going on and
then bam nothing what you thought was happening i ve never been soooooo engrossed in a book
from the first pages amazing emotional and just wow netgalley reviewer oh wow absolutely
triple wow absolutely amazing netgalley reviewer this is how you do thrillers omg this story
was amazing edge of your seat nail biting read goodreads reviewer i m writing this review with
tears streaming down my face what a brilliant book i was on edge every single second at one
point i realized my body was literally tensed up in anticipation goodreads reviewer utterly
blew my mind priyanka s book gallery i was absolutely hooked totally engrossed netgalley
reviewer simply brilliant almost gave me an aneurysm in my attempt to finish it rk reads
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absolutely amazing so so good with so many twists and surprises i could not put it down and
read it in 24 hours goodreads reviewer the story totally sucked me in and i was hooked i love
it when a book that does that to me to the point to where i don t want to adult at all this
was that type of book will blow your damn mind oh happy reading after reading this book i
realise i use the phrase page turner too much because this was a true page turner i read it in
one sitting goodreads reviewer wow i loved this one so much a whole box of tissues were gone
in just a few hours it was so intense that i was sitting at the edge of my seat the whole time
i couldn t put this one down for the life of me no bathroom breaks at all blue moon blogger
the first book i have ever read in a day i just couldn t put it down it really is one of those
books that you think just a few more pages just a few more pages just another chapter the
reviewers

The Family Across the Street 2021-08-06

in this high adventure of love s triumph over twisted obsession from a new york times
bestseller a woman confronts her abusive past publishers weekly a mother s ultimate sacrifice
a brother s dark obsession and one woman s desperate fight for survival something dark and
dangerous had long shadowed skye dearborn s life she had seen the fear of it in her mother s
eyes it was there locked in her memories of blood spilling across a gleaming floor in the
sound of her own screams and in the terror she d felt the night her mother disappeared then
fortune smiled on skye with help she was able to put the horror behind her and look to the
future but now that same fortune is leading her into the arms of danger and back into the
nightmare of her past for the evil that has haunted her dreams has a human form a man obsessed
with skye since her birth a man who alone knows who skye dearborn really is and now that he
has found her he will do anything to keep her

Fortune 2012-09-17

the brutal murders of three young boys paralyze the citizens of platte city nebraska what s
worse is the grim realization that the man recently executed for the crimes was a copycat when
sheriff nick morrelli is called to the scene of another grisly murder it becomes clear that
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the real predator is still at large waiting to kill again morrelli understands the urgency of
the case terrorizing his community but it s the experienced eye of fbi criminal profiler
maggie o dell that pinpoints the true nature of the evil behind the killings a revelation made
all the more horrific when morrelli s own nephew goes missing maggie understands something
else the killer is enjoying himself relishing his ability to stay one step ahead of her making
this case more personal by the hour because out there watching is a killer with a heart of
pure and perfect evil

A Perfect Evil 2006-01-01

journalist avery chauvin is devastated when she receives word of her father s suicide how
could her father a dedicated physician have taken his own life that he set himself on fire is
unfathomable returning to her hometown of cypress springs louisiana avery desperately searches
for answers instead she hears whispered rumors of strange happenings of neighbors who go
missing in the night she discovers a box of old newspaper articles in her father s house all
covering the horrific murder of a local woman why had her father kept them then the past and
present collide a woman is found brutally slain an outsider passing through town vanishes and
avery begins to wonder could her father have been the victim of foul play as each step closer
to the truth exposes yet another layer of deceit avery must face the fact that in this
peaceful southern town a terrible evil resides protected until now by the power of silence

In Silence 2009-12-01

a massive storm system is unleashing its fury from illinois to florida where it collides with
a tropical disturbance and rages up the eastern seaboard in the midst of the wind rain and
snow rockford homicide detective m c riggio fbi profiler maggie o dell and nashville homicide
lieutenant taylor jackson find themselves fighting not just the elements but three diabolical
killers rockford illinois a young co ed s body is pulled from the rock river and violent
crimes bureau detective mary catherine m c riggio and her partner kitt lundgren quickly learn
that things are not always as they appear at first glance pensacola florida fbi agent maggie o
dell is about to do something she swore she d never do again climb into a helicopter but a us
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senator s family has gone missing aboard their houseboat and maggie and her partner r j tully
have been dispatched to accompany the rescue crew on their search soon however there is an
even greater danger on board washington d c metro nashville homicide lieutenant taylor jackson
has reluctantly agreed to take the place of her fiancé fbi profiler john baldwin as a
presenter at the annual freedom conference but when two guests go missing and one of them is
found dead in his room taylor discovers an assassin amongst the spies one with a deadly score
to settle

Storm Season 2014-02-13

high school sweethearts reunite in this heartfelt second chance romance twelve years ago he
drove away with my heart in his hands i ve moved on since then or so i thought growing up in a
small town there weren t many options when it came to friends but even in a sea of a million i
d always choose jake jameson he made me feel safe safe with my secrets dreams and eventually
my heart i believed we would have forever together that was a long time ago i thought i d
forgotten those piercing blue eyes and the sound of his laugh i tried to obliterate the memory
of his touch from my mind yet one single glance as he stands at my door twelve years later and
i m instantly transported back to a simpler time when love was effortless and my heart was
whole the problem i m marrying his best friend

The Choices I've Made 2017-10-01

a crime drama about a woman who risks everything to solve the cold case that destroyed her
father but will it destroy her as well new orleans detective quinn conners is haunted by her
father s whiskey soaked last words that he solved the hudson murder and kidnapping and that he
d uncovered what happened to grace hudson it wasn t the first time he d made that drunken
claim and she didn t believe him twenty four hours later she found him dead by his own hand
quinn s lived with that guilt for five years so when she receives an anonymous message saying
your father didn t kill himself she wants desperately to believe it could he have truly
uncovered the fate of grace hudson and been killed for it soon quinn finds herself entangled
in the web of mystery surrounding grace hudson s disappearance and the powerful secretive
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family at the heart of it in too deep she fears her fate may mimic her father s even so she
refuses to back down determined to crack the cold case and unearth the truth of her father s
death

The Detective's Daughter 2022-03-29

the outstanding new thriller from new york times bestselling erica spindler praise for erica
spindler forces you to turn each page daily mail absolutely can t put it down lisa gardner
face your fear uncover the truth it s been three months since that night the night that
detective micki dare almost died physically she s healed but the nightmares remain and she can
t shake the feeling that more happened that night than her partner detective zach harris is
telling her the only thing she can do is try to carry on as normal and solve the latest case
she and zach have been assigned to a string of brutal home invasions are rocking the city and
the families targeted have nothing in common why were these victims chosen the deeper micki
and zach go into the case the more they realise something isn t right there s something
familiar about the person doing this and it s a familiarity micki has been trying to forget
suddenly this case is hitting too close to home and micki has to decide if she really wants to
learn the truth about that night

If You Dare 2016-11-17

the lightkeepers 3descended from an ancient race earth s few remaining lightkeepers battle the
forces of darkness that threaten humanitydetectives micki dare and zach harris are called in
to investigate when a millionaire developer leaps from atop his luxury hotel on the night of
its grand opening after micki receives a mysterious package from her long dead mentor and zach
suspects something supernatural is working against them they realize this is no ordinary case
a dark force is once again threatening the big easy aspects of this case prove eerily similar
to an unsolved murder from years before making the stakes dangerously personal for micki this
time it s her life on the line it will take the ingenuity and special skills of their misfit
band of light beings and humans to bring this perpetrator down but can they do it before they
lose one of their own
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Fallen Five 2018-02-13

pulse pounding page turning absolutely can t put it down lisa gardner the outstanding thriller
from new york times bestseller erica spindler what have readers been saying about blood vines
if you want a superb thriller this is the one to buy amazon reviewer 5 ms spindler is up there
with the best amazon reviewer 5 fantastic characters and a twisty turny storyline amazon
reviewer 5 perfect for fans of karin slaughter and karen rose erica spindler is master of
classic crime fiction and the twist you won t see coming alex owens knows very little about
her childhood or who she really is her only family an absent emotionally fragile mother alex
has always felt something was missing and has spent most of her life searching for what that
could be when an infant s remains are unearthed alex realises she has a connection to the case
suddenly long lost memories start flooding in leading her back to a small town in california
and to dark and terrifying nightmares that haunt her every waking moment greeted with silence
and suspicion alex is determined to get to the heart of a secret no one wants to see uncovered
as violent deaths and a series of pagan rituals terrify the tightly knit community alex is
forced to confront the terrible truth about a single night that changed her family s lives for
ever praise for erica spindler pulse pounding page turning absolutely can t put it down lisa
gardner neat taut and written with panache that forces you to turn each page daily mail i can
put spindler on my growing list of favourite crime fiction authors evening standard has enough
twists to keep you riveted right to the final page image

Blood Vines 2010-04-15

in the rain slick streets of new orleans a twelve year old girl is running out of time hours
before faith ann porter hid under a desk while her attorney mother was murdered for
photographs that could rock the city now faith ann is being hunted by a pair of killers with a
very powerful boss because she has the negatives of the photos her mother died for faith ann
has only hours to live and only one person who can save her winter massey is an ex u s marshal
whose career pitted him against some of the world s most ruthless criminals now massey is
drawn by a horrifying cycle of murder and the plea of one terrified young girl but awaiting
massey is a chilling surprise and an assassin with a secret mission a secret motive and the
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perfect plan

Upside Down 2005-06-28

sheila travis and her inimitable aunt mary investigate a series of petty accidents plaguing
two elderly sisters in charleston south carolina and uncover a host of suspects among the
charleston bluebloods and murder

Murder in the Charleston Manner 2002-07

in this riveting and complex thriller from the author of lie to me a woman must figure out if
she s losing her mind or if her husband has really returned from the dead the day aubrey
hamilton s husband is declared dead by the state of tennessee should bring the closure she
needs to move on with her life but aubrey doesn t want to move on she wants josh back it s
been five years since he disappeared since their blissfully happy marriage they were happy
weren t they screeched to a halt and aubrey became the prime suspect in her husband s
disappearance five years of emptiness solitude loneliness questions why didn t josh show up at
his best friend s bachelor party was he murdered did he run away and now all this time later
who is the mysterious yet strangely familiar figure suddenly haunting aubrey s new life in no
one knows new york times bestselling author j t ellison peels back the layers of a complex
woman hiding dark secrets beneath her unassuming exterior this masterful thriller is perfect
for fans of gillian flynn liane moriarty and paula hawkins

No One Knows 2019-09-24

we know a healthy appetite for well written short stories exists and we want to help make
things better our goal with down out the magazine is to be a little different than other
magazines by standing on the shoulders of the giants that have come before us or at least
tiptoe along the arrows in the backs of the pioneers of modern magazine publishing each issue
will feature a story based on a series character like this issue s brand new moe prager story
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by reed farrel coleman if you re a fan of moe who is now retired you ll want to read this
fantastic story we also have new tales by established and well known writers this debut issue
includes series stories by eric beetner michael a black jen conley terrence mccauley rick
ollerman and thomas pluck j kingston pierce fresh off his former beat from kirkus reviews
introduces placed in evidence his non fiction column only to be found here finally we ll take
a bit of the long road as we answer the question of what happened to crime fiction after
dashiell hammett and raymond chandler moved on from the pulps in a few cents a word this issue
we re introduce frederick nebel with the first of his donahue series rough justice this is a
fun one for fans of good writing good literature and good crime welcome

Down & Out: The Magazine Volume 1 Issue 1 2017-07-31

a thrilling read set in the american west from new york times bestseller c j box award winning
author of the joe pickett and cassie dewell series now adapted into the hit tv shows joe
pickett and big sky joe pickett fired from his job as a wyoming game warden is working on his
father in law s ranch when he receives a visit from governor rulon the governor a devious but
down home politico has a special request one joe knows he can t refuse lawyer clay mccann
slaughtered four campers in a far off corner of yellowstone then immediately turned himself in
at the nearest ranger station seemed like a slam dunk case for law enforcement except that the
crimes were committed on a sliver of land with zero residents and overlapping jurisdictions
the so called free fire zone mccann has taken advantage of an obscure loophole in the law
neither the state nor the federal government can try the worst mass murderer in wyoming
history for his crime rulon sensitive to the rising tide of public outrage wants his own
investigation into the murders and will reinstate joe as a game warden if he ll go to
yellowstone without portfolio to investigate joe happy to get his badge back even under these
circumstances agrees it quickly becomes clear that mccann is deeply involved with some illegal
activity taking place in the park something tremendously lucrative and unusually dangerous as
joe and his associate nate romanowski search for the key to the murders they discover that it
may be hidden in the rugged terrain of the park itself reviews for free fire absorbing his
best yet publishers weekly the setting action new characters and old favourites join together
to enrich this compelling tale denver post delivers like a well oiled rifle taking down its
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trophy elk at three hundred yards madison county herald a splendid thriller deftly plotted and
skillfully executed san diego union tribune

Free Fire 2022-12-22

grim and unsettling a fast paced read that is utterly absorbing kathy reichs on the day she
was abducted annie o sullivan a 32 year old real estate agent had three goals sell a house
forget about a recent argument with her mother and be on time for dinner with her ever patient
boyfriend the open house is slow but when her last v

Still Missing 2011-03-04

pre order the brand new novel from sunday times bestseller karen rose the closer you get to
the truth the more dangerous it gets fbi agent tom hunter has been chasing down leads to find
the brutal cult that damaged some of his closest friends they managed to escape to tell their
stories but eden s location has always remained a mystery liza barkley is struggling with her
feelings for tom and wonders if their friendship can survive the secrets they ve kept from one
another but they may be forced to confront the truth when a chance to help the investigation
puts liza directly in the line of fire when the perpetrator of an attempted sniper attack on
liza and her friends is discovered to be one of the cult s leaders dj belmont it becomes clear
that he is out to get revenge on the victims who escaped eden s clutches but there is one
person who has always had control over dj and who no one outside of eden has ever glimpsed
cult leader pastor when a serious injury forces pastor to seek help outside the confines of
the eden tom and his team finally have a chance to bring the cult down but dj belmont has his
own plan and is not going to stop until he gets what he wants

Say Goodbye (The Sacramento Series Book 3) 2021-08-05

from the new york times bestselling author of serpentine comes a thrilling novel in the alex
delaware series about a psychologist called in to help when a former patient is accused of
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committing a string of chilling murders when the phone rings in the middle of the night child
psychologist alex delaware does not hesitate driving through the dream lit san fernando valley
alex rushes to jamey cadmus the patient he had failed five years before and who now calls with
a bizarre cry for help but by the time alex reaches canyon oaks psychiatric hospital jamey is
gone surfacing a day later in the hands of the police who believe jamey is the infamous
lavender slasher a psychotic serial killer wooed by a high powered attorney to build a defense
alex will get a chance to do what he couldn t five years ago and when he peers into a family s
troubled history and jamey s brilliant tormented mind the psychologist puts himself at the
heart of a high profile case because alex knows that in a realm of money loss and madness
something terrible pushed jamey over the edge or else someone is getting away with murder

Over the Edge 2010-07-06

when a new bookstore in the county cork irish village of kilbane closes the book on an author
s life it s up to garda siobhán o sullivan to resolve the story between training the new town
garda and trying to set a wedding date with her fiancé macdara flannery siobhán is feeling a
bit overwhelmed but an author event at the new bookstore featuring irish writers taking up
residency in kilbane offers a welcome distraction one author deirdre walsh spends more time
complaining about the unfairness of the publishing industry and megastar bestselling authors
like nessa lamb instead of her own body of work after the evening ends in a battle of words
deirdre s body is found the next day in the back of the store with pages torn from nessa s
books stuffed in her mouth now siobhán must uncover which of kilbane s literary guests took
deirdre s criticisms so personally they engaged in foul play a mélange of clues from classic
mysteries plus plenty of irish charm produce an enjoyable read kirkus reviews outstanding o
connor reinforces her place as the queen of the cozy police procedural publishers weekly
starred review

Murder in an Irish Bookshop 2021-02-23

an atmospheric and riveting novel of suspense from the 1 new york times bestselling author
that uncovers the horrifying secrets buried within a ramshackle house on the shores of oregon
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s wild columbia river will appeal to all fans of thrillers and suspense fiction will send
chills down your spine book reporter along the shores of oregon s wild columbia river the
victorian mansion where sarah mcadams grew up is as foreboding as she remembers the moment she
and her two daughters jade and gracie pull up the isolated drive sarah is beset by uneasy
memories of her cold distant mother of the half sister who vanished without a trace and of a
long ago night when sarah was found on the widow s walk feverish and delirious jackson
definitely knows how to jangle readers nerves perfect for readers of joy fielding or fans of
mary higgins clark booklist but sarah has vowed to make a fresh start and renovate the old
place between tending to her girls and the rundown property she has little time to dwell on
the past until a new more urgent menace enters the picture a real page turner suspense
magazine one by one teenage girls are disappearing frantic for her daughters safety sarah
feels the house s walls closing in on her again somewhere deep in her memory is the key to a
very real danger and only by confronting her most terrifying fears can she stop the nightmare
roaring back to life once more

Close to Home 2014-05-16

usa today bestseller i couldn t tear myself away from the rollercoaster of events netgalley
reviewer 5 stars it only takes one lie to destroy a marriage

The Guilty Husband 2021-03-19
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